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SENIOR CONSULTANT
- GI CONSULTANCY
MELBOURNE
$ VERY COMPETITIVE
Dynamic consultancy looking for an experienced
consultant to manage client relationships, develop
the team and source new clients.
As an experienced consultant or having a consulting
persona, with strong communication skills you will
be seeking an opportunity to grow and develop
the Melbourne office of this exciting leading edge
organisation.

ACTUARIAL ANALYST: SYDNEY
GENERAL INSURER
$MARKET RATE
An excellent opportunity for a recent graduate or a
candidate with a few years’ experience to learn the ropes
in a general insurance environment. The work you will
be involved in will be varied and give you an excellent
introduction to the industry. The role includes pricing,
valuation and business budgeting/forecasting.
The successful candidate will be making steady progress
with their actuarial examinations, be an excellent
communicator and a team player.

You must be adaptable, hard working and willing
to learn new skills.
In return you will have personal growth, job
excitement and fantastic career prospects.

SENIOR ACTUARY
– CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL INSURER – SYDNEY
$ OUTSTANDING
A large financial services organisation is looking for
an experienced actuary to provide strategic actuarial
advice and business solutions relating to capital
management.
You will be qualified with life insurance experience,
exceptional knowledge of the actuarial management
of life insurance and capital management as well
as the technical and legislative environment. In
addition to your strong technical skills, you will have
a proactive and flexible approach in working with
the business in order to value-add and communicate
complex concepts to non actuarial audiences.

SENIOR ANALYST –
GENERAL INSURANCE
/ NON TRADITIONAL
CONSULTANCY – SYDNEY / MELBOURNE
$MARKET COMPETITIVE
An exceptional opportunity for a dynamic analyst,
preferably with General Insurance experience, to join
an exciting leading edge consultancy.
You must enjoy a challenge and be willing to apply
your mind to new areas of expertise.
In return you will have personal growth, job
excitement and be well remunerated.

For the most up to date Australian and global opportunities, register today

Call: +61 2 8216 0771 or email: tsnoyman@gaaps.com or
call +44 (0)20 7397 6200 or email: gkaye@gaaps.com
We welcome any questions you have regarding this role or on any other actuary jobs. At GAAPS, we tailor
our research to your needs and would be delighted to have a conversation about the future of your career.
Australian Office: Contact Tony Snoyman. Level 34, 50 Bridge Street, Sydney
UK Head Office: Contact Geraldine Kaye. 22 Bevis Marks, London , EC3A 7JB
All CV’s are treated in the strictest confidence and are not sent to prospective employers
without prior permission. Please remember there is no charge to candidates.
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Season's Greetings
CEO Melinda Howes and
the staff at Institute HQ
would like to wish you a
joyful Festive Season and a
safe and happy New Year!

Editor

Solai Valliappan
Guest Editor
editor@actuaries.asn.au

Shaken, not stirred – what
do you think will happen?

2

© dynamicgraphics.co.nz

013 will be the Actuaries Institute’s 50th birthday. The
technically accurate description for the actuarial pedants
out there is the '50th anniversary of incorporation'.
After some reading on the Institute website and some
double checking on Wikipedia, it appears that our origins trace
back to 1897. Over that time the Institute has grown from a group
of 17 members in 1897 to just over 4,000 members in various
practice areas located all over the world.
2012 also happens to be the 50th anniversary of James Bond
films and, as a very big fan, I could not help but try to draw some
parallels...
Similar to each of the key aspects of the Bond films, the last
50 years has certainly seen growth in the profession. This can
be seen not only in terms of the membership base and technical
development but also business presence and collaboration with
overseas members and organisations.
Looking over the index of (diverse) articles that have been
published in Actuaries this year (see pages 18-21), it’s a good time
to reflect and contemplate what could happen over the next 50
years for both the James Bond and Actuaries Institute ‘franchises’.
• While ‘Q’ will be designing new weapons and gadgetry for Bond
to deal with villains, in our profession there may be new and
emerging practice areas which will take over the existing areas.
• There could be a different ‘M’ overseeing Bond’s missions and
similarly we will be governed by a different ‘M’ in the guise of
the new statutory requirements and regulations.
• Bond’s famous Aston Martin brand may be replaced, could our
brand be shaken or stirred by another actuarial designation /
title being introduced?
• What about competition?  Bond may be under threat from
the Bourne franchise – could there possibly be an additional /
alternative Actuaries Institute in the next 50 years?
Do you have an idea of what our profession will look like in 50
years? What direction would you like to see the profession head
towards? Email your thoughts and ideas to Editor@actuaries.asn.au
– there may even be a gift for the author of the best contribution!
As 2013 fast approaches, we are working hard and
brainstorming ideas to continue the energy and momentum of
this year’s editions. Our thanks go to Ben Ooi for his contribution
as Editor earlier this year and also to Daniel Cooper, one of our
Assisting Editors who is leaving the Committee and moving to
Hong Kong. We would also like to welcome two new Assisting
Editors – Chris Larkin and Candice Ming – we’re looking forward
to working with them next year.
Keep reading Actuaries and keep contributing – it’s been a
great year and we couldn’t have done it without you!
Best wishes to everyone for a safe and happy holiday season.
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Review

Big Data, Data
Scientists and
Actuaries

Exploding demand for data scientists
With any gold rush comes a large number of new people looking to
stake their claim and increasingly the business community is dubbing
4
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experts in making sense of big data as ‘data scientists’.
In October 2012, the Harvard Business Review published an article
entitled “Data Scientist: The Sexiest Job of the 21st Century”. If you
haven’t read it, I’d highly recommend it. The article describes data
scientists as people who:
• make discoveries while swimming in data – indeed, it’s their
preferred method of navigating the world around them;
• have an intense curiosity to go beneath the surface of a problem,
find the questions at heart and distill them into a very clear set of
hypotheses that can be tested;
• are able to bring structure to large quantities of formless data and
make analysis possible;
• can join together rich data sources, clean the data, and confidently
work with incomplete data;
• are creative in displaying information visually and in making the
patterns they find clear and compelling; and
• advise executives and product managers on the implications of the
data for products, processes and decisions.
Sound familiar?
The article goes further to describe the key skills and abilities of a
data scientist:
“What kind of person does all this? What abilities make a data
scientist successful? Think of him or her as a hybrid of a data
hacker, analyst, communicator and trusted advisor. The combination
is extremely powerful – and rare.”
In their 2011 white paper entitled ‘Big Data: The next frontier for
innovation, competition and productivity’, McKinsey estimated that the
US alone faces a shortage of 140,000 to 190,000 people with deep
analytical skills, as well as 1.5 million managers and analysts to analyse
data and make decisions based on their findings.
In my opinion, this exploding demand for data scientists represents
both a threat and an opportunity to the actuarial profession.

© ramcreations / Shutterstock.com

A

nyone following the business or technology sections of
today's press can't help but be inundated with stories of 'big
data' and how businesses in a wide range of industries are
grappling with how to turn their data into business insight and
competitive advantage.
Whether it be by telcos, retailers, banks or social media sites, every
move we now make is collected somewhere as a data point for analysis
and interrogation. Explosions in technology mean that many of these
companies have accumulated vast volumes of data, much of which still
goes unused. Some of the data is collected in a structured format, whilst
much more is being generated in an unstructured format, introducing
additional challenges for businesses.
These vast volumes of complex data, combined with business
executives hungry to find sources of competitive advantage, create
enormous opportunities for people with the ability to help businesses
derive insights and actions from the data.
It’s not just business investing heavily in big data, though. In March
this year, the US government announced a $200m ‘Big Data R&D
initiative’ designed to make better sense of the mountains of data being
created and collected across a number of areas, whilst also aiming to
inspire scientists and engineers who are schooled in the complexities of
analysing data.
Actuaries are already involved in a range of big data analytics and my
firm has been fortunate to have worked with many of Australia's leading
brands in helping to derive commercial value from complex data. Whether
it be developing algorithms to recommend the next item to sell a
customer, helping businesses generate new sources of revenue by selling
data insights to suppliers, or text mining call centre data, there is gold in
large volumes of data.

marketing and advocacy.
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Review continued

career. At the same time, however, if a new profession
emerged with a syllabus closer to that in Figure 1 than
the current actuarial program, I know which one young
people wanting to prepare for a career in big data
analytics will choose.
Rather than overhauling the Part I education
program entirely, perhaps a more realistic step is
to consider whether there are some alternative
undergraduate courses that could be deemed to
produce professionals with equivalent skills to the
current Part I – i.e. a new Part I for the ‘data analytics
actuary’. Is it critical that an actuary of the future
knows how to model joint lives?
An interim step in solving the education challenge
would be to introduce a specialist subject in Data
Analytics which, when combined with some new
thinking around Part I education, would provide a home
to a whole new breed of actuaries. A specialist course
in Data Analytics would immediately be relevant to a
lot of today’s graduates who are considering careers in
non-traditional industries. The current Part III exams are
so irrelevant for most of the actuarial analysts working
in data analytics that they either suffer through exams
that are of no immediate benefit to their jobs or choose
not to fully qualify – which is a shame, given that the
profession would be better for having these people
as Fellows.

Marketing
The second key area that we need to address to build
credibility in the big data world is marketing – both to
attract the right talent from schools and universities,
and to convince business executives to think of
actuaries as being able to play a role in their big
data strategy.
NewVantage Partners recently undertook a survey
to capture how Fortune 1000 companies in the US are
responding to the big data challenge. 85 percent of
organisations surveyed stated that they already have
big data initiatives planned or in progress. Nearly half
of all respondents, however, stated that they don’t
have the right talent or resources internally to drive
many data and analytics initiatives. 70 percent stated
that they plan to hire data scientists but they are
finding there is no reliable source of new talent in this
category.
It is with this demand that we need to convince
organisations to think of the actuarial profession when
they look to solve their data analytics needs.

Advocacy
The third key area that we need to address to establish
credibility in the big data world is advocacy. If the
actuarial profession is to take a leadership role in the
data analytics space, then it needs to do more than
simply provide an education platform. It needs to be
driving industry's positioning on key social issues
surrounding big data and analytics, much as it currently
Source: http://wikibon.org/blog/taming-big-data/
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does around longevity, disability cover, etc and lobbying government and
other bodies as appropriate.
Whilst education alignment can get the internal focus of the profession
right, it is taking a lead role on advocacy that will position actuaries in the
wider community as the leaders in this space. The profession in Australia
has shown in the past it can evolve and be vocal in areas where it wants
to be heard.
Let me conclude with a quote from the Harvard Business Review
article on data scientists and imagine the Actuaries Institute as Australia’s
largest surf school!
“One question raised by this is whether some firms would be wise
to wait until a second generation of data scientists emerges, and the
candidates are more numerous, less expensive, and easier to vet and
assimilate in a business setting. Why not leave the trouble of hunting
down and domesticating exotic talent to the big data start-ups and to
firms like GE and Walmart, whose aggressive strategies require them
to be at the forefront?
The problem with that reasoning is that the advance of big data
shows no signs of slowing. If companies sit out this trend’s early days
for lack of talent, they risk falling behind as competitors and channel
partners gain nearly unassailable advantages. Think of big data as an
epic wave gathering now, starting to crest. If you want to catch it, you
need people who can surf.”

If the actuarial profession is to
take a leadership role in the data
analytics space, then it needs to
do more than simply provide an
education platform. It needs to
be driving industry's positioning
on key social issues surrounding
big data and analytics.

Source: http://www.emc.com/microsites/bigdata/infographic.htm
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Candice Sng
Candice@honnermedia.com.au

Girl Power –

helping professional women reach their potential
An interview with Jenny Lyon FIAA GAICD

G

iven the recent public debate about gender equality in the
highest political ranks, it seemed timely to speak with an
actuary who has been championing the cause of women in
the Australian workplace for years now. Current chair of the
Actuaries Institute Leadership Committee, microfinance volunteer and
mum-of-three Jenny Lyon talks to us about her professional journey
and lessons learned along the way.

From actuary to business owner
After graduating from the University of Warwick in the UK, Jenny began
her career at AMP in Australia in 1982 and worked in actuarial and in
management roles across superannuation and life insurance. Even at
this early stage Jenny gravitated towards more people focused areas,
including the marketing department of the business.
“I fell into actuarial studies because of my love for maths, and given
the economic conditions in the UK after I graduated, I was seeking job
security. But quite early on in my career I became interested in using the
‘softer skills’ I had developed, and moving away from the pure number
crunching,” explains Jenny.
This early transition continued, with her years at Towers Perrin from
1988 to 1994 covering a wide variety of responsibilities for super fund
clients including M&A advice, fund advisory, member communications,
reporting and investment strategies.
A break from work for the birth of her first child allowed Jenny time
to reconsider her career path. Jenny’s interest in developing people led
her to join specialist actuarial recruiter Qed Actuarial in 1994, with the
aim of investing in and growing the business. Eventually taking on the
mantle of Managing Director, Jenny expanded the business rapidly in
Asia and developed a strong brand name in the market.
“I loved the variety of managing a small business – I was responsible
for everything from finance, business management, marketing and PR,
and human resources. I also really enjoyed helping candidates reach
their full potential, or make a directional change if that’s what they
wanted to do.”
“For anyone that wants to start or run their own business effectively,
my advice would be to always remain true to your own business’
objectives, and not to change your values despite what the competition
is doing. Also, keep a close eye on cash flow, and manage your brand
tightly!” says Jenny.

Championing women
Qed was eventually sold to the Acumen Resources Group in 2008 and
after assisting with the transition, Jenny was at a turning point and
wanted to assess how she could start giving something back to the
community for a cause she cared about.
Given her long standing passion for people development and
supporting women, she came across a natural fit in Opportunity
International Australia (Opportunity), an Australian-based charity
providing microfinance to impoverished families (the primary recipients
are women) in India, Indonesia and the Philippines. Fitting her skills with
what the organisation needed was another challenge.
“They took some convincing actually – they didn’t need an actuary,
or a recruiter. But this was going to be as much a learning experience
for me as me contributing something, so after meeting the CFO,
they agreed to take me on as a volunteer. I’ve had the chance to get
involved really broadly, including in planning, risk management, and
various projects. I’ve done things I didn’t know I could do and seen
how a not-for-profit works.”
You can read more about the work of Opportunity in Jenny’s article
'Microfinance Masterclass' in the September issue of Actuaries
magazine.
This year also saw Jenny return to the world of human resource
management, drawing on her interest in developing professional women
as Recruitment Director of Optimiss Consulting, a company which helps
firms increase the number of women in their organisation, particularly
focusing on recruiting and retaining women in senior management.
“Despite a lot of companies having retention strategies and targets
in place, many still end up with a pyramid gender distribution – 50/50
at the graduate level, then progressively fewer women until the top
where there might be one in five senior executives being female.”
“When I began my actuarial studies, women were in the minority. I
didn’t think we’d still be having debates about the number of women
in leadership positions today. The reasons for the ongoing discrepancy
are varied, but a big factor is getting acceptance by senior management
that the issue still exists. Recognition of the problem is the first step
and this needs to be coupled with a strong desire for change. It’s easy
to refer to policies and targets and be complacent, you actually need
to look hard at the numbers and ask why change is not happening and
what can we do differently.”
December 2012 Actuaries
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Interview continued

“The other hurdle is that many young women
don’t know how to deal with discrimination in the
workplace when they are faced with it. They’ve been
told their whole lives they can do anything, and
when they hit a barrier in an organisation, many
young professionals leave rather than face the issue.
I’d like to help them find their way.”
Jenny acknowledges that gender balance is
better in the actuarial profession than in many other
parts of corporate Australia, although she suggests
that figures may be indicating we are going slowly
backwards and warns that vigilance is required.

Developing ‘self’
Having guided countless actuaries through their
careers, Jenny shares some advice for professionals
looking to make the most of career opportunities
Jenny beside the
Clinton River
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and take control of their personal development.
“Leadership is not just about leading people.
Leadership can be broken down into different
aspects – leadership of self, thought, people and
strategy. The key to self-leadership is being proactive
about your dreams and the impact you have
on others.
“Also, actuaries can be stereotyped and tend to
get boxed in, so I think it’s important to get broader
experience quite early on if you can – not just
focusing on technical skills, which are important, but
also softer skills such as listening and presentation
skills. Be open to learning – I recommend doing an
assessment at the start of each year of the areas
you want to develop, be they big or small. If you wait
until you have time, you’ll never do it.”
Jenny certainly practices what she preaches, with
a broad range of roles during her career and recently
completing the Diploma of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors (GAICD).
As a former recruiter and change agent, Jenny
has some tips for those in the profession considering
a change to follow their passion, be it microfinance
or music.
“I think it’s important to just do it as early as
possible. It can be tempting to wait until you have a
good amount of experience under your belt, but the
longer you stay on a certain path, the more difficult
it is to get off it – partly for financial reasons and
also the willingness of employers to give you a
chance to do something different. While money can
appear to be a barrier to change I have found that
people who have followed their dreams and trusted
in themselves ultimately end up happier and
more fulfilled.”

Under the spotlight

John Evans
john.evans@unsw.edu.au

John Evans
Why and how I became an actuary…
I was introduced to the profession
by my economics teacher in high
school, and liked the idea of mixing
economics and mathematics

10 years from now, I will be… hopefully, still
employed, but not the Editor of AAJ!

Summarise yourself in one sentence…
someone who values honesty and common
sense, with little tolerance of bureaucracy
for its own sake and a passion for high
performance cars

Where I studied to become an actuary
and qualifications obtained… by
correspondence through the Institute of
Actuaries

When I retire, my legacy will be… 600+
Part II satisfied students!

My interesting/quirky hobbies…
motor racing

My work history… life offices, PTOW, then
PGE (Australasia), then UNSW

My favourite energetic pursuit…
motor racing

What I find most interesting about my
current role… teaching very intelligent people

The sport I most like to watch…
motor racing (F1)

My role’s greatest challenges… managing
bureaucrats and other academics

The last book I read (and when)…
Enterprise Risk Management by Fraser &
Simkins, last week (the text book for my
risk management course next year!)

Who has been the biggest influence on
my career (and why)… Tim Trahair and Ray
Palmer who gave me the opportunity to work
in consulting and develop my actuarial skills

My favourite artist/album/film…
Andrea Bocelli

My proudest career achievement to date
is… getting Amandha Ganegoda through his
PhD this year without any changes to the
manuscript and publishing three papers from
the thesis, with two in A-rated journals

Title… Associate Professor
Organisation… Australian School of Business,
UNSW

The person I’d most like to cook for…
me!

The most valuable skill an actuary can
possess is… judgement

If I was President of the Institute, one thing
I would improve is… the education system
At least once in their life, every actuary
should… try to teach actuarial students
My best advice for younger actuaries…
get a good work/life balance
If I could travel back in time I would…
change nothing
If I win the lottery, I would… don’t know!

I’m most passionate about… teaching
What gets my goat… bureaucracy for its
own sake
I’d like to be brave enough to… drive from
London to Singapore

© ARphotography / Shutterstock.com

In my life I’m planning to change…
the education of young actuaries
Not many people know this but I…
drive racing cars and previously motor bikes
and a plane
Four words that sum me up… focused,
workaholic, and pragmatic, adventurous
What I wanted to be when I grew up…
an RAAF pilot
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President's Column

David Goodsall
president@actuaries.asn.au

The year in review

A

s the year draws to a close it is
important to look back and see what
has been achieved. Here is a quick
summary of the key aspects of the strategy
and achievements during the year.

Enhance the brand of Actuary and
reputation of the Institute.
• Improving business processes, especially
our member administration system and
website and outsourcing IT.
• Re-engagement with members, especially
outside Sydney.
• Focussing on improving retention of
members and creating better value for
members.
• Actively engaging with regulators on
performance of actuaries in regulatory roles.
• Making submissions to government,
completing our public policy positions and
promoting discussion on topics such as a
flood insurance pool and post retirement
funding.
• Review of volunteer workload especially in
education.
Expand the mandate
• Continuing to promote risk management as
a real career path.
• Expanding the ways to gain the CERA
qualification, including launching the LEPAP
pathway and establishing a university
pathway as an alternative to the current UK
ST9 exam.
• Promoting actuaries’ skills in defined
contribution superannuation.
Add value to members beyond the mandate
• Launch of the Actuarial Capability
Framework.
• Development of a CPD strategy for launch
next year.
• National CPD Tour on the Influential Actuary.
The Institute staff and our many volunteers
have done an outstanding job and I
congratulate them. This is supported by the
feedback we have received (more on that later)
which has been very positive.
The challenge is how to keep the
momentum going. The March edition of
Actuaries published an interview with me in
which I expressed my goals for my Presidential
12
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year. They were largely around the last two of
our strategic intents and, in particular, sparking
debate on the future of the profession; how
we should be attracting school leavers and
university graduates to the profession and
equipping new members to ensure the
profession maintains its high regard in the
community.
It’s encouraging that these issues are being
considered and discussed in a much wider
field and others are taking the debate to new
audiences. For example, Council has spent
a large portion of its meetings considering
how best to guide the profession into the
future, whilst the ERM community has recently
been debating the role of actuaries in risk
management. The Financial Services Forum
in Melbourne looked at topics not usually on
the agenda, such as neuroscience, customer
profiling, data analytics and the opportunities
in operational risk and the Presidents’ Forum
at the International Actuarial Association
meetings in May discussed what the actuary of
the future will be.
Of course not everyone agrees on what
should be done - or if anything should be
done. This is a good thing as it means a variety
of views are expressed which all need to be
considered in forming and implementing the
strategy of the Institute. However we need to
be wary of trying to achieve total consensus
before acting, as this will result in necessary
decisions being at best delayed or, at worst,
avoided.
Council is charged with making the
decisions to guide the profession and
Councillors need to be informed about what
members want and need. A challenge I also
predicted at the beginning of the year was
finding out what our members think and it
has indeed been a challenge, not just here but
in other actuarial bodies around the world.
While we do get feedback and opinions it is
generally from a very small number of people
with skewed demographics, so it’s hard to
know if it is representative. We have tried a
variety of communication forms. An email to
all members is the best way to elicit a direct
response but generally I only get responses
from a handful of older members. Social media
has its place for disseminating information,
but is not yet a mainstream communication
channel for 95% of our members and

requires a lot of resources to manage well
which are hard to justify. We also participate
in the Beaton Survey and conduct our own
surveys but are conscious of survey fatigue
and only contact a limited proportion of the
membership each year.
Our younger members are less likely to
offer feedback but I have found that if you
talk to people face to face they will let you
know what they think so I have taken the
opportunity of meeting our members, young
and not so young, and users of our service at
over 30 events so far this year . The feedback is
invaluable and I take it back to the Institute for
noting and action where possible. The majority
of comments have been supportive of the
strategy and the way it is being implemented
as well as the need to do more and this is
in line with emails and phone calls I have
received as well.
As a result of our deliberations and
feedback, Council has agreed that the two key
objectives for 2013 are a focus on the actuarial
brand in the market and a review of future
education needs. We want to better equip
our members through education and support
and build up the image of the profession so
that being an actuary is seen as a valuable
qualification in more businesses. This is an
exciting part of our development and will be
in the capable hands of John Newman as
President next year who I thank for his support
together with Daniel Smith who will be Senior
Vice President next year.
In closing, I must thank the many members
who have shared their views with me and the
many messages of encouragement during the
year. It has been a wonderful opportunity to
meet future leaders and refresh friendships
with those who, through their hard work and
support, have built up this fine profession.
Thanks also to Melinda Howes and the HQ
team who work very hard for us all. Lastly, a
special thank you to Julia Purves who made
sure I got to wherever I needed to be, armed
with the essential folder with everything I
needed to know.

Award

Actuary of
the Year –
2012

Daniel Smith presenting Estelle Pearson with her award

L

eading insurance and actuarial
consultant, Estelle Pearson, has
been named 2012 Actuary of the
Year. Announced at the Actuaries
Institute’s recent General Insurance Seminar
Gala Dinner held in Sydney, the Actuary of
the Year is bestowed on an actuary who has
brought credit to the profession, and made a
key contribution to business, the community,
government or the profession during the year.
For more than 20 years Estelle Pearson
has been a major contributor to and thought
leader in the actuarial profession and the
general insurance industry.
Since 2007 she has been Managing
Director of Finity Consulting, the largest
independent actuarial consulting firm
operating in general insurance in Australia,
with over 80 professional staff.
Finity was recently the inaugural inductee
into (Australian and New Zealand Insurance
Institute) ANZIIF’s Hall of Fame for its service
to the insurance industry, after having
won service provider of the year five times
previously.
In her regular presentations and speeches
at industry events, Estelle is a strong promoter
of the actuarial profession and the insights

that actuaries can bring to businesses. During
the last 12 months alone she has presented
at a dozen industry forums – including
the NIBA Annual Convention (Brokers),
ANZIIF’s Sunshine Seminar (Insurers), PIAA’s
international meeting (Medical Indemnity
insurance), and the Commonwealth Law
Association Regional Conference (Lawyers).
She also promotes the profession at
‘grass roots’ level through presentations at
high schools.
The formal roles Estelle has held over the
years reflect her standing in the profession
and the insurance industry:
• She worked with the State and Federal
Governments on the liability crisis in 2002.
• She acted as the actuarial expert to the HIH
Royal Commission.
• She was appointed as an APRA inspector
in 2005 to investigate financial
reinsurance issues, an appointment which
included liaison and co-operation with
international regulators undertaking similar
investigations.

Estelle Pearson giving her acceptance speech

Estelle is a current Councillor (board member)
of the Actuaries Institute.
Congratulations Estelle!
December 2012 Actuaries
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Actuaries taking the lead

Reflecting on
leadership
development

A

h, summer time again. As you relax back on a tropical beach,
hearing the gentle crash of waves against the golden sand,
the seductive scent of sunscreen wafts lazily through the
air. You reach in to your beach bag for your favorite relaxing
reading , something cool, and casual which slowly builds with each
page; suspense, intrigue, thrills and spills. As your fingers caress the soft
cover, you gently bring this jewel out in to the open sun light. Yes, fellow
enthusiasts, the bumper end of year edition of Actuaries.
And in this final column for 2012, it is a great time to reflect on how
actuaries have taken the lead during the year. In many ways, 2012 has
been a huge, dare I say watershed, year for actuaries and leadership
development. A quick flick through the last few editions of Actuaries
highlights the activity that has taken place and the momentum that
is gathering.
However, to create a real significant change in any organisation or
profession, activity by itself isn’t sufficient. It needs to be targeted at
what will make a difference. Culture specialist Carolyn Taylor outlines in
her book, 'Walking the Talk', that there are three key aspects of culture
that are like three legs on a stool – to make a difference in any culture,
activity has to support each leg of the stool or the stool will fall over.
The three essential aspects for culture change to be effective are:
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• the behaviours and beliefs of the members must be aligned to the
change;
• the organisational systems and structures must catalyse the change;
and
• there must be symbols or demonstrations by the organisation that
the change is important.
So what did happen in the last 12 months in the actuarial profession in
Australia in leadership development in each of these categories? Some
of the leadership development activities and leadership achievements
during 2012 include the folllowing.

Behaviours / actions

• The Institute released a White Paper on Australia's Longevity
Tsunami - What Should We Do?, exploring the outer regions of
longevity and including broad perspectives from futurists, medical
specialists and ageing researchers (doh, not researchers who are
in their advanced years, rather researchers who are exploring the
process of ageing).
• Dmitry Gorelik shared his leadership experiences in relation to an
expedition to Antarctica and how that has shaped his commitment
to corporate social responsibility and sustainability in the workforce.
• There was a spotlight on Anthony Lowe’s role as CEO of Prostate
Cancer Foundation of Australia (PCFA).

Systems and Structures
• Leadership is now included as a required capability in the new
Actuarial Capability Framework. Wow. How many professional
bodies have recognised the importance of leadership to that
degree?

© wong yu liang / Shutterstock.com

Be always at war with your vices,
at peace with your neighbors,
and let each new year find you
a better man – Benjamin Franklin

Andrew Brown
andrew@leadfirst.com.au

• A Leadership Forum on mentoring was held in Sydney in
September. Led by Andrew Gale and Gloria Yu, the forum explored
the role of mentoring, both by and for Actuaries. As a result, the
potential of introducing a profession wide mentoring programme
was recognised.
• The Leadership Committee has continued to embed initiatives
to support the Institute and members in developing leadership
capability. While many members may be unaware, a significant
chunk of the initiatives described on this page were influenced or
shaped by the Committee under the leadership of Jenny Lyon.

Symbols
• A series of seminars on the ‘Influential Actuary’ were held across
the nation.
• The columns by the President and the CEO have focused on
leadership. Some of the themes covered over the past 12 months
include gender differences in leadership and the future of the
profession.
• The Actuary in the Boardroom forum explored how actuarial
capabilities complement the role of the Board. Experienced board
members and actuaries Anthony Lowe, Elaine Collins and Ian
Pollard shared their insights.
The Financial Services Forum challenged us to expand our horizons
with a core theme of 'Think Big'. What a symbol of the significance of
leadership! From Todd Sampson’s opening address on 'The Big Picture'
to the last concurrent session on 'Fearless Leadership' attendees were
encouraged to lift their sights.
And 2013 also promises to be a stellar year. The Institute, supported
by the Leadership Committee, has a number of initiatives which will

complement and expand on what has been done in 2012.

These include:
• Actuaries Summit, with a central theme around leadership.
• Introduction of an Actuarial Mentoring Program.
• Continuation of forums and workshops based around leadership in
an actuarial context.
• CPD activities to support the embedding of the new Actuarial
Capability Framework, including leadership as a capability.
During 2013 this column will focus on actuarial leadership in action:
• Teams and individuals who are leading significant initiatives,
embedding new ideas or methodologies.
• Actuaries in leadership roles in the community or new areas.
• Actuaries influencing at senior levels.
• Profiling various members of the profession – to explore different
perspectives on leadership.
To make this happen, it needs your involvement. Don't be too modest,
don't hide your light… by shining a light or letting us shine a light on
what you are doing as a leader – as an actuary or otherwise – enriches
everyone's understanding of leadership and gives others permission
to shine as well. Too often we don't hear about the wonderful things
actuaries are doing as leaders – they just get on with it...
As an enticement, the Institute has kindly offered to donate six pairs of
movie tickets to each contribution that makes it to press.
So with that, I wish you great salutations for the festive season. May
it bring many frosted glasses and basted chickens. May your prawns be
soft and succulent. May your reading be joyous, whether it be Mills and
Boon, Arthur C Clarke or Actuaries.
December 2012 Actuaries
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Report

Member
Networking
Evening
O
– AMP/AXA

n Tuesday 23 October 2012, the Vice President John
Newman and CEO Melinda Howes hosted a networking
evening for members of AMP/AXA. The focus of
the evening was to acknowledge AMP’s significant
contribution and ongoing support of the Institute and the actuarial
profession in Australia
Quoting from Claire Bellis’ book The Future Managers –
Actuaries in Australia 1853 – 1997 John Newman outlined the
long relationship that AMP has had with the actuarial profession
in Australia.
“Following a few earlier attempts to form local insurance
companies the Australian Mutual Provident (AMP) Society was
founded in 1848. Australia was now ready for its first actuaries.”
“The distinction of being the first actuary in Australia probably
belongs to Morris Birkbeck Pell (1827-1879). He was appointed
as an Actuary by the directors of AMP in December 1853, as the
time for the first valuation approached. He was 25 years old and
the then Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at
the University of Sydney.”

Rocco Mangano, Melinda
Howes and John Newma
n

Eric Cheng, Wen Yi Tang and Stephen Burke
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“The Profession and the life insurance industry in Australia
therefore have reason to be grateful to the founders of the
AMP, who modelled their new mutual enterprise on the best
of British practice and anticipated the need for actuarial
involvement.”
John went on to say that the AMP Society has played a vital part
in the development of the actuarial profession in Australia through
its active support of the Institute since the Institute’s traditional
inception in 1897. Over the years there have been many members
from AMP who have volunteered their time and expertise for the
Institute. He expressed the gratitude and appreciation from Council
and senior members of the Actuaries Institute.
In thanking the Institute, Rocco Mangano, AMP’s Group
Chief Actuary outlined AMP’s ongoing development of market
leading actuarial teams within the larger organisation. Rocco
also acknowledged that the evening was a great networking
opportunity and thanked everyone from different departments of
AMP for coming together on the night.

Notices

Actuaries Institute
Research Prizes

Who gave the best
elevator pitch?

T

C

he Actuaries Institute Research Council Committee (RCC) has
the responsibility of awarding the Institute’s research prizes
for outstanding performance by members. Some prizes are
awarded annually and some every second year. For work
completed in 2012 the prizes to be awarded are:
• The H M Jackson Prize – awarded annually for the best paper
published by, or presented to, a body other than the Actuaries
Institute. This can be a paper published in an overseas journal, a
paper presented to an international or foreign conference, or a paper
published in or presented to an Australian non-actuarial journal/
conference. (In the case of published work, 'paper' can be taken as
including a broadly similar item, such as a book or book chapter.); and
• The A M Parker Prize – awarded annually for the best paper
published by the Actuaries Institute in the Australian Actuarial
Journal or presented to a conference that was run by or on behalf
of the Actuaries Institute. The conference concerned can be any
conference, seminar, Insights session or similar event, either
profession-wide or specific to a particular practice area.

Call for Nominations
The RCC would like to give the recipients greater recognition and to
promote the value of research to the profession. The timing of the
presentation of these prizes will be changed and alternately awarded at
the Actuaries Summit or the Financial Services Forum (which is held in
the years when there is no Actuaries Summit).
The RCC will therefore be inviting nominations for the Jackson and
Parker prizes for papers from 2012 in early 2013 and the prizes will be
awarded at the 2013 Actuaries Summit being held in May.
Members are reminded that they can nominate both their own work
and others’ work for the Jackson and Parker prizes. The RCC would like
to see a greater number of nominations to ensure the prizes are only
awarded to work that is outstanding. The RCC will not award prizes
where they do not consider the nominations would represent valuable
contributions to the profession.

Jackson and Parker Prizes 2012
The change in timing of the awarding of prizes will mean that the
Jackson and Parker prizes that relate to the work completed in the 2011
year (from which nominations recently closed) will also be presented in
May at the 2013 Actuaries Summit.
Jules Gribble
Chairperson, Research Council Committee
jules.gribble@enterprisemetrics.com.au

EO Melinda Howes recently called on Institute members
to give their best elevator pitch. Could our members sum
up in 30 seconds, the weird, wonderful, unique, rarefied
and arcane world and work of an actuary?
Congratulations to the winner of our Elevator Pitch
competition – Trang Duncanson – with her uplifting entry:
“I’m an actuary… I measure the financial impact on companies
from anything that involves future uncertainty. It is a combination
of understanding the industry deeply, the risks they face, and
probabilities. That’s why you see so many of us in insurance, but
those skills can be taken to many other industries.”
Trang Duncanson is a new Partner at Deloitte, specialising in life
insurance. She has had seven years of corporate experience and
10 years of consulting experience with Deloitte (part-time for
the last seven years). She champions diversity and inclusiveness
and is keen to help unlock the largely hidden talent within our
diverse pool of talented individuals. Trang thrives on change and
believes that to make a real difference, actuaries need to be
passionate about the things that they choose to do, always be
restless for improvement and seek to make themselves heard.
Trang’s take on the best elevator pitch for the actuarial
profession was chosen by a voting panel consisting of CEO
Melinda Howes, the Institute's Leadership
Committee and the Actuaries Magazine
Editorial Committee.
Thank you to all those who submitted
inspiring pitches – there is no doubt that
Institute members not only have a way
with numbers but also with words.
Trang Duncanson

Actuaries and
energy markets

E

nergy markets are a growing area for actuaries and the
Institute looks forward to supporting its members working
in this industry in 2013. Thank you to all members who
responded to our recent ‘count me in’ campaign.
We will soon get you involved in the new year – so keep a look
out for future initiatives including tailored CPD and networking
opportunities and profiling in our magazine.
We’re also open to any suggestions from you – email
actuaries@actuaries.asn.au with your ideas.
December 2012 Actuaries
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Report

gis

general
insurance
seminar
Tides of Change

In 2012, the General Insurance Seminar had
her 18th birthday. Finally trusted with the
keys, she drove delegates wild. And not to
be mistaken for a minor seminar, she cast
herself into the spotlight. She revelled in
the freedom, embracing debate, diversity
and a few drinks. (She’d actually been
doing this for years but don’t tell Dad.)

T

he President-in-waiting and folliclein-wanting Daniel Smith welcomed
everybody to the Sofitel and invited
Barry Rafe to facilitate the plenaries.
And what exceptional plenaries they were!
The opening plenary session – I
regulation – caused welcome debate. Many
fell in with Ian Harper’s observation that
insurance is behind banking by a step or two,
and his opinion that it shouldn’t even be on
the same path. Many took umbrage. The one
thing everybody agreed is that Ian Harper
had health insurance in his sights. He was,
however, approving of our RBA and APRA.
Ian Laughlin from APRA was the next speaker,
and he clarified both the role of the prudential
regulator and his feelings about regulation:
he doesn’t love it and just wants to be friends.
Unfortunately, regulation overheard this and
was later seen drowning his sorrows in a
pint of introspection at the downstairs bar.
Tim Clark came to the rescue of shareholders,
which is lucky because nobody else had
realised they were in peril. Lastly, Blair
Nicholls horrified us with his estimates of the
annual cost of regulation: $620 million (that’s
$85 per family)!
The next plenary session waded into the
fast-moving waters of Natural Disasters.
Peter McCourt and Daniel Smith reflected on
the catastrophes of the past two years before
proposing a government pooling arrangement.
Peter Martin showed that Actuaries and
Economists can work together.
The third plenary session had Andrew
Nicholls, Vicki Mullen, Darren Robb and
22
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Estelle Pearson discuss pricing in mandated
markets. The newly crowned 'Actuary of The
Year' Estelle Pearson proved she was worthy
of the title with her argument that Actuaries
are fast to react to experience changes and
in fact are not at all conservative. Not to
be outdone, Darren Robb taught us how to
estimate profit margins for regulated products
using genuine Economist techniques. Vicki
Mullen’s history of all things compensation
(with a particularly disturbing story of a
snail in a ginger beer bottle) was a welcome
distraction from Darren’s economics lesson.
Andrew Nicholls grappled with the need for
compulsory products to be affordable while
still allowing insurers to participate in the
market. As always, Barry Rafe fielded the hardhitting SMS questions from the audience with
ease, though he managed to avoid the most
important question of all – what colour was
that checked shirt Barry?
In the final plenary session, Scott
Fergusson, Gloria Yu, Keri Lee and Ash Evans
gazed into their crystal balls to ponder the
future of insurance. Scott introduced us to
a future where we shop for holograms not
watches and cars drive themselves. In Gloria
and Keri’s futures, budding Actuaries are
involved in all industries and are the experts
of choice on a range of business matters.
Much to the distress of the older audience
members Keri proposed an entrance interview
requiring new Actuaries to demonstrate their
communication skills before being admitted
as a Fellow. Clearly disturbed by the thought
of such an interview Ash quickly revealed that
he mightn't shop at Coles because he is a dirty
hipster but thinks that they are onto a good
thing in insurance distribution.
As well as plenaries, we were treated to a
huge smorgasbord of concurrent sessions – so
many that in what follows we talk about only a
few that stood out.
Matt Hodson, Warrick Gard and Vivian Tse
ran a risk appetite/choice modelling session
which showcased the latest technique for

Keynote Address – Ian Harper

getting Boards talking about risk appetite. The
risk preferences of delegates in the room were
assessed via voting on a series of multiple
choice questions, using handheld electronic
devices. Not surprisingly, there were some low
risk appetites in the room. Exceptions included
one person who admitted to betting more
than $500 on the Melbourne Cup, and another
who owned up to being interested in bungee
jumping.
The Profit Margins working group (all six
of them), inspired by Darren Robb’s plenary
performance, were all intent on having their
15 minutes of fame. It was clear even to the
actuaries in the room that the 40 minute
session would go over time. Later speakers
were reduced to executive summaries of
executive summaries. Despite the limited time
the working party demonstrated some fine
economics giving considerable insight into
pricing in regulated markets.
A cheeky proposal for the abandonment of
risk margins from Win-Li and Chris Latham
was well received. While opinions differed on
the practicality, all agreed it was a thoughtprovoking and fascinating session. Perhaps
the most encouraging takeaway was that
actuaries from two rival consultancies can
amicably share the podium.
A PwC double-header provided insightful
analysis and interesting perspectives. Martin
Stollwitzer demonstrated that there is a
wide divergence of views on how to assess
materiality – both between accountants
and actuaries and among actuaries. Joseph
Valenti, Ben Edwards and Harry Haggith
showed that there is anchoring bias (the
tendency to agree with a previous estimate) in
the review of actuarial liability estimates, and
discussed other sources of bias.
Sharanjit Paddam and Martin Fry
presented on the practical challenges of
implementing ICAAP for small insurers and
branches, while David McNab discussed
investment and insurance strategies which
can be used to optimise solvency under the

GIS2012 Organising Committee:
(Front) Andrew Smith, Ash Evans, Rick Shaw
(Convenor); (Back) Hayley Shepherd, Vivian Tse,
Angela Tong, Gae Robinson, Lisa Pronesti and
Emma Simonson

Gala Dinner entertainment

new LAGIC framework. Hugh Miller and Peter
Mulquiney showed that the mean-reversion
of government bonds to long-term rates takes
about 60 years, but many objected because
of the presenters’ reliance on evidence and
reason instead of gut-feel and ‘but this is what
I’ve always done’.
David Crowther showed that Facebook
might be useful for more than stalking old
friends. ‘Dr Will’ Gardner demonstrated how
to model realistic disaster scenarios by first
having a PhD in the topic. Adrian Korbel gave
an enthusiastic coverage of the science behind
earthquakes, including why Coulomb failure
stress should make everyone more nervous.
Despite all the learning and debate, there
was still ample time for socialising and
networking. The indoor lunch queues stretched
long enough to exhaust everybody’s smalltalk, but this was preferable to being whipped
by the wind in the outdoor queue. The coffee
queues suffered from similar demand with
all delegates keen to replenish caffeine
levels between sessions. However, hustle was
achieved where truly valued: during drinks
service at the Gala Dinner.
The New-York themed Gala Dinner was a
fun and glamorous affair. All delegates were
in high spirits and embraced the occasion. In
a performance that will be remembered as
the greatest seminar entertainment ever, the
actuarial band – Public Liability – dominated
proceedings with their jazz stylings, showtune prowess, and turn-it-to-eleven hard
rock extravaganza. It was the only time in the
history of actuarial seminars that there has
NOT been enough room on the dance floor.
You know you’re in for a good night when
the Institute Vice-President is first on the
dance floor with an energetic Peter Garrett
impression.
The Gala Dinner finished at midnight and
the surviving delegates moved to the Ivy
pool bar. The waiters there were fanatically
Responsible Servers of Alcohol – each person
was required to front up at the bar and

identify which drink being ordered was theirs.
One well-known partying actuary was
reduced to drinking soft drink after failing the
wobble test.
All in all, the seminar was a great success.
The Organising Committee (Rick Shaw –
Convenor, Andrew Smith, Gae Robinson,
Vivian Tse, Angela Tong, Hayley Shepherd, Ash
Evans, Lisa Pronesti and Emma Simonson)
would like to thank all those who attended
and participated. Check out the papers,
presentations and audio materials at the
conference website at http://www.actuaries.
asn.au/GIS2012/Program/Media.aspx.
The seminar’s charity partner was MS
Research Australia and the generosity of
delegates meant about $480 was raised
during the event.
Events like these are possible only with the
support of sponsors. We would like to thank
PwC, Attribute Group, Taylor Fry, Quantium,
Finity, Swiss Re and Deloitte for their support
of the seminar.
In the wash-up of her 18th birthday, the
General Insurance Seminar has fond memories,
if a bit hazy in parts. She is certainly wiser
for the experience. Everybody agrees that
her future looks bright – if this birthday is
any indication, then she will continue to have
delegates swooning for many years to come.

Silver Sponsors

BRONZE Sponsors

SUPPORTING PARTNERS
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Report continued

Expectations / Experiences: Claire White and Mel Haymet claire.white@finity. com.au melz888@hotmail.com

seminar Expectation
A host of new ideas emerging from today’s
research and practice – from mandated
markets and perils, to commercial pricing
and ICAAP.

Actual experience
Some great insights on today’s ideas and
issues but also projections of tomorrow’s
industry – with technology and education
having a big role to play.
Plenary 1: Blair Nicholls, Tim Clark and Ian Laughlin

Plenary 2: Peter McCourt, Daniel Smith, Barry Rafe, David Sinai, Peter Martin and Charlie Pollack
Opening Session

seminar Expectation
To listen to some knowledgeable and
inspiring presenters.

Actual experience
We loved the closing discussions with the
audience at some presenttations. There is
nothing like a room full of analytical minds
thinking on their feet.

Adrian Korbel

Ian Harper and Melinda Howes

Plenary 4: Ash Evans, Gloria Yu, Keri Lee and
Scott Fergusson
Facilitator - Barry Rafe

Bevan Damm and Andrew Doughman

seminar Expectation
To see some familiar faces from university
or work.

Actual experience
We saw LOTS of familiar faces and
reminded ourselves just how small the
actuarial world is!
Plenary 3: Andrew Nicholls, Darren Robb, Barry Rafe, Vicki Mullen and Estelle Pearson
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seminar Expectation
We had no idea what to expect with the
poster sessions!

Actual experience
On reflection, presenting a poster is like an
elevator pitch – be short and concise before
you lose your audience to the next level (or
next poster!)

Vice President Daniel Smith presenting
Silver sponsor awards

Andrew Doughman, Stuart McCarthy, Geoff Atkins (back), Adrian Gould and Darren Robb

Daniel Toohey, Merry Tang, Susan Ley and
Andrei Stadnik

Harry Haggith, Ben Edwards and Joseph Valenti

Andrew Tomlinson, Attribute Group

seminar Expectation
To see plenty of PowerPoint presentations
and have ample opportunity to critique the
use of ‘smart art’.

Actual experience
We didn’t expect to feel less technologically
savvy than the wiser (read: older) folk who
were jumping on the tweeting craze. Better
set up a twitter account for next time!

Martin Fry and Sharanjit Paddam

Christa Marjoribanks, PwC

Matt Hodson, Warrick Gard and Vivian Tse

Karl Marshall, Quantium

Scott Duncan and Samantha Fuller

seminar Expectation
To have a few laughs with the much-hyped,
all actuary (well almost) Public Liability
band.

Actual experience
We were blown away by the extraordinary
talent bubbling beneath the surface of
our industry. The band enticed all to the
dance floor!
Jess Egan, Taylor Fry

Yifan Fu, Jane Mahood and Alan Ng
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Report

erm

enterprise risk
management
seminar
ERM Means Business

T

his year’s seminar was held at
the Wentworth Sydney Hotel on
14 November, immediately following
the General Insurance Seminar,
which was also held at the same location. The
seminar was a great success, evidenced by
the record level of attendance and the fact
that when the fire alarm sounded during the
middle of a plenary session, the audience
was so keen to continue that no-one left the
building! How’s that for a risk appetite?
There were three plenary sessions, chaired by
Kent Griffin, Wayne Brazel and Tony Coleman.
David Murray provided the keynote
address, walking us through the problems with
the global economy, and pointing to the lack
of focus of governments on the necessary
solution of structural reform to drive increases
in productivity. He suggested that productivity,
effective leadership and culture are the keys to
organisational success.
The first plenary of the day was provided
by Edith Pfister, Jarrod Martin and Bob
Cunneen, along with David Murray, on the
suitably holistic subject of 'Inside Looking
Out, Outside Looking In'. They collectively
provided some excellent perspectives on
the challenges of assessing risk holistically,
and communicating an organisation’s risk
management strategy so that the market can
reward it appropriately.
In the second plenary, Lesley Brown gave
us some insights into how risk culture is
measured, whilst Ben Bolot and Robert Kella
gave us some tangible examples of how the
culture at Origin Energy and Qantas enables
them to manage the significant safety risks
faced by the company every day.
The third plenary session discussed
making it real. The very experienced panel of
Phil Twyman, Sean Carmody, Ian Laughlin
and Craig Meller provided the audience
with their deep insights into how Boards are
incorporating risk management into their
strategic decision making process. The panel
discussed the important issues of articulating
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whose risk appetite it actually is, helping nonactuaries understand risk by using simple and
common language, and ensuring that the CRO
has the ear and respect of the CEO and Board.
In a first for the ERM Seminar, there were
two concurrent sessions.
The first choice was between Managing Asset
Risk, with Craig McCulloch and David HowardJones and Risk Appetite, with Laura Hunt and
a panel discussion led by Jacqueline Reid.
David Howard-Jones covered the
perspective of banks, and how they need to
retain liquidity on their balance sheets. He
concluded that securitisation will facilitate this,
but there is a long way to go before this will
be fully functional, post GFC. Craig McCulloch
considered the area of how to use market
based trading strategies to hedge liabilities
of wealth managers issuing products such as
variable annuities.
The Risk Appetite session had an
introductory presentation on Risk Appetite
and why it was useful from Laura Hunt, and
then a presentation by Jacqueline Reid on a
survey of risk appetites that had been done
by the Risk Appetite Working Party, and panel
discussion from experienced practitioners –
Mike Thornton, Helen Rowell and Tim Clark.
The panel agreed that cascading risk appetite
throughout an organisation, in ways that each
member of the organisation understands,
takes time, with the biggest implementation
challenge translating high level objectives into
meaningful business level guidelines.
The second choice was between Stress
Testing, with Paul Nuttall and Martin Paino,
and Bringing it All Together – How to Integrate
the Risk Pieces Into One Holistic Picture Using
Complex Systems Science, with Josh Corrigan
and Kerrie Noonan.
In the stress testing session, Paul and
Martin talked about the six key steps of
stress testing, emphasising the importance
of choosing appropriate stress tests that look
at the whole business. They also emphasised
that the importance of having a business focus

around the process, is that maximum value
can be achieved from the exercise. There was
a lively discussion, particularly focused on the
best ways of choosing stress tests, and how
to run the process so that the Directors of the
company also achieve improved understanding
of the risks of the business.
Josh Corrigan argued that our natural
philosophy of breaking things down into
causal relationships does not adequately
deal with interactions and complexity within
the risk spectrum of a corporate entity. He
used the analogy of phylogenetics to give
us a framework to think about so-called
black swan effects. The methodology uses
Bayesian Networks to allow information to
flow in both directions, and allow the user to
test their hypotheses and incorporate stress
testing. Kerrie Noonan argued that no single
tool is adequate to manage all the risks of
the organisation, but the critical process was
to work out exactly what the risks are (i.e.
separate the cause from the effect). In that
way using a variety of tools and methods,
within a diverse risk team, a small number of
controls can be shown to be critical.

ERM2012: Organising Committee: Patrick
Brennan, Lisa Pronesti, Jennifer Lang, Wayne
Brazel, John Bayliss and Josh Corrigan
(Not present: Shari Emin, Anthony Bice,
Jacqueline Reid and Emma Simonson)

Daniel Smith, David Murray and Melinda Howes

Plenary 1: Kent Griffin, Bob Cunneen, Jarrod Martin, Edith Pfister and David Murray

Plenary 2: Robert Kella, Lesley Brown, Wayne
Brazel and Ben Bolot

Josh Corrigan, Mike Thornton and Kerrie Noonan

Sponsors

Plenary 3: Ian Laughlin, Philip Twyman, Sean Carmody, Craig Meller and Tony Coleman

Craig McCulloch

Paul Nuttall, Jennifer Lang and Martin Paino

SUPPORTING PARTNER

Laura Hunt, Jacqueline Reid, Mike Thornton, Helen Rowell and Tim Clark

CFA Societies
Australia
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In the margin

Genevieve Hayes
inthemargin@actuaries.asn.au
“I have discovered a truly marvellous proof of this, which this margin is too narrow to contain” – Fermat.

>

>

Exit

F

inally we reach the end
of our puzzle world
tour with this month’s
trip to Kronborg Castle.
Kronborg is situated near
the town of Helsignor in the
sound between Denmark and
Sweden. If the name Helsignor
rings a bell, but you just can’t
place it, try thinking about the Anglicized form of the name – Elsinore.
That’s right, Kronborg Castle formed the basis for Elsinore Castle, the
setting of Shakespeare’s Hamlet.
In addition to providing the background for one of the most famous
plays of all time, Kronborg is also connected to the legend of Holger
Danske or Ogier the Dane. According to legend, Holger Danske was the
son of a Danish king. He lived in the 8th century and fought for many
years to prevent the French from invading Denmark. Ultimately, however,
he settled his differences with the French and fought alongside them
against their common enemy, the Saracens. After completing his battles,
Holger walked back to Denmark from France and retired to the cellar of
Kronborg, where according to legend he will sleep until Denmark is in
peril again, at which time he will awake and save the nation. A statue
of Holger Danske was placed in Kronborg in the early 20th century, in
reference to this legend.
Like most castles, Kronborg contains many rooms and it is easy to
become lost or miss something if you don’t have a map. Here are the
floor plans to a 3 x 3 room castle. Each room of the castle has a door
in each of its walls (except those walls on the boundaries of the castle)
so that it is possible to move between adjacent rooms in any direction
(except diagonally). It is possible to devise a route through the castle,
starting at the entrance in the top left corner and finishing at the exit in
the bottom right, such that each room is visited exactly once.

Entrance

Hamlet's Castle

Suppose you were given similar plans to a 99 x 99 room castle with the
entrance in the bottom left corner room and the exit in the fourteenth
room from the top on the far right. Is it possible to tour through this
castle, passing through each room exactly once? Why or why not?

For your chance to win a $50 book voucher, email your solution (with
working) to: inthemargin@actuaries.asn.au .
Merry Christmas to all readers and I look forward to hearing from you
in 2013.

Solve each of the elephant jokes given in AA174 and then use your
answers to decipher the code and produce one final elephant joke for
you to solve.
Solution:
The solutions to the elephant jokes are:
A. Footprints in the butter.
B. Take away its credit card.
C. So they can stamp out forest fires.
D. So they can stamp out flaming ducks.
E. Because if it was small, white and smooth, it would be an aspirin.
F. Time to get a new fence.
G. Five – two in the front, two in the back and one in the glove box.
H. It was the chicken’s day off.
J. Your nose is touching the ceiling.
K. So they can hide in the strawberry patch.
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Several of the numbers in brackets beside the jokes were highlighted
in red. These red numbers identify the words that are used to decode
the final joke. The final joke is made up of a sequence of letter /
number combinations. The letter in each combination identifies a
particular joke and the number identifies the nth letter in the red
words for that joke. For example, E7 identifies the 7th letter of the red
words for joke E. As the red words for joke E are 'small white smooth',
E7, therefore corresponds to the letter H. Translating the entire joke
like this gives:
WHY DID THE ELEPHANT STAND ON THE MARSHMALLOW?
The answer to this joke is: So he wouldn’t fall into the hot chocolate.
11 correct answers were submitted. The winner of this month’s
prize, selected randomly from among the correct entries, was
Luke Fitzpatrick, who will receive a $50 book voucher.

© Rikke / Shutterstock.com

Pink Elephants on Parade
(Actuaries•174 Solution)

2013 Look-ahead Calendar
May

The 2013 Look-ahead Calendar provides a snapshot of what’s
coming up in 2013. Save the dates in your calendar today!

5-7

20-21 Actuaries Summit (Sydney)

As event dates are subject to change, you should check our
‘Upcoming Events’ webpage and the monthly Events & CPD
Update for confirmation of event dates.

23-26 IAA Meetings (The Hague)
27

Black text indicates a non-Institute event.

Presidential Address Video released (Global)

24

Young Actuaries Program (Hong Kong)

TBC

01

Professionalism Course (Sydney)

14

Super Policy Forum (Sydney)

20

Leadership Forum (Sydney)

21

Super Policy Forum (Melbourne)

26

Fellowship and Graduation Dinner (Sydney)

28

Actuaries Managing Risk - Insights (Sydney)

05

Council (Sydney)

06

July
29-30 Professionalism Course (Melbourne)

February
4-5

Presidential Dinner (London)

June

January
TBC

ASHK Regional Risk Conference (Macau)

TBC

NZ Winter Dinners with President (Auckland and Wellington)

TBC

Joint Regional Seminars in Asia

07

August
20

02

Fellowship and Presidential Dinner (Melbourne)

September

March

TBC

Council (Sydney)

5

Presidential Lunch (Melbourne)

16-17

Professionalism Course (Sydney)

6

Presidential Dinner (Adelaide)

TBC

CAA Meeting (China)

7

Presidential Dinner (Perth)

TBC

ASHK Healthcare Seminar (Hong Kong)

TBC

Council (Canberra)

October

12

Presidential Dinner (Canberra)

8

21

Presidential Dinner (Brisbane)

03

09

Fellowship and Graduation Dinner (Sydney)

10-13 IAA Meetings (Singapore)
14-17

EAAC Conference (Singapore)

20-23 SOA Meeting (San Diego)

10

April
4

Presidential Dinner and CPD event (Singapore)

8

Young Actuaries Program (Hong Kong)

9

Presidential Dinner and CPD event (Hong Kong)

10

Presidential Dinner and CPD event (Beijing)

11

Presidential Dinner and CPD event (Shanghai)

16

Cultural Evening (Sydney)

TBC

AGM (Sydney)

08

November
TBC

Accident Compensation Seminar 2013

TBC

NZAS Annual Conference

11

December
04

TBC

Council (Sydney)

12
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Notice

Congratulations to all our
New Fellows for 2012
New fellows – Australia
Keith Joseph ALMEIDA

Chung Wai Andy LAW

Stephanie WONG

Jason ARONT

William LEE

Dickson Kai Hei WONG

Joel Dushanthan ATPUTHARAJ

Keri Yu-Fang LEE

Chit Wai WONG

Peter John BALLANTYNE

Kitty Nga Man LEUNG

Martin Meng-Yuan WU

Leigh BOEKESTEIN

Qiushi Charles LI

James Xiaoren WU

Trang BUI

Bolin LI

Haoyu WU

Matthew CHAE

Yu LIN

Michael Ian WULFSOHN

Alec CHAM

Xue'Er Cheryl LIN

Piotr Adam WYDYMUS

Yee Chiu CHAN

Wen LIU

Meng YUAN

Cindy Siu Ying CHEUNG

Stephen Michael LONG

Han Fei ZHANG

Emily Jin Shyan CHONG

Clarence Chun-Kit MA

Oui Yau CHUAH

Jane MIAO

Anna COLLINS

Dennis MOSOLOV

Joseph Wade DALEY

Andrew Tin-Pui NGAI

Chris DOLMAN

Ashley James PALMER

Scott James DUNCAN

Louise Ann PIKE

Leonid ELIKHIS

Romel Anthony RAMOS

Meray EL-KHOURY

Simon Judah ROSIN

Owain Peter EMSLIE

Anthony John SALIBA

Ping GAO

Andrew John SCHOLES

Kellie Theresa GREENOUGH

Ai Nee SEOW

Jesse HAINES

Michelle Hoi San SHEK

Dean Christian HAMMOND

Minjie SHEN

Xue HAN

Matthew Oren SIMON

Melanie Jasmine HAYMET

Julie Ann SIMS

Simon HO

Su Li SIN

Ka Ki HO

Jun SONG

Jonathon HUA

Peter Chun Yeung SUEN

Victor Weida HUANG

Garreth Aidan SWEENEY

Christopher Lloyd HUSTON

Wen Yi TANG

Jia JIAO

Steven THAI

Anthony Patrick JOYCE

Jih Ying TIOH

Ying KANG

Angela Yu Wing TONG

Michael KOGAN

Benjamin Jonathan TROLLIP

Shweta KRISHNA

Kimberley Weijuan WANG

Michael Thomas KWOK

Yuzhou WEI

Christopher John LARKIN

Yvonne WEN

Ruby LAU

David WILHEIM
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New Fellows – Overseas
Chong Wen ANG
MALAYSIA
Weihao CHOO	
SINGAPORE
King Tai CHUNG
HONG KONG
Kok Yang GOH
SINGAPORE
Georgina Catherine
HEMMINGS UK
Yu KOBAYASHI
HONG KONG
Hyesun KWON
UK
Jie Ting LEONG
HONG KONG
Yunting LIU
GERMANY
Bronwyn Rachel LUSBY
NEW ZEALAND
Yan Lei SUN
SINGAPORE
Hui Yen TAI
SINGAPORE
Sheena WONG
UK
Chee Chang WOO	
SINGAPORE
Simon Edward YOUNG
UK
Yuyang ZHANG	CHINA

Opinion

Phil Stott
ps_consult@bigpond.com

The Emperor’s Wardrobe
Manager – making fun of the
latest fads in financial services…
"An economic theorist is like the drunk looking for his car
keys under a lamp-post – not because that’s where he lost
them, but because it’s the only place he can see.” – anon

T

his month we continue discussing that absurd
economic theory that is making a mint of money for
lots of highly paid consultants: 'market consistency'.
Like most economic theories, it sounds wonderful –
until you start to apply it. And that’s when you discover what
the emperor is really dressed in.

Lack of (first) principles
When I was first exposed to this fad, it seemed so counterintuitive that I asked about the principles it was based on.
I was pointed to some learned papers that used a lot of
new-fangled techno-speak like 'mark-to-market', 'deep and
liquid markets', 'arbitrage-free', and so on. I immediately
smelled a rat; any theory that needs a whole new language
to justify it must be suspect! And when I dug around some
more, I discovered a fascinating thing: it is all based on the
principles that (a) market prices represent market value, (b)
liabilities should be valued independently of assets and on a
'consistent' basis to them, and (c) there is no benefit to be
taken for arbitraging the two.
What I think of (a) and (b) should be clear from my last
two articles. But what about (c)? I am sorry to mention it to
the peddlers of this fine theory, but I have worked in financial
services for 30 years and guess what? Arbitraging between
assets and liabilities is the only thing that motivates people
to get involved in financial services in the first place. So
assuming that it doesn’t exist is like saying, “I will tell you
the meaning of life on the assumption that there is
no meaning.”

Variety is the spice of life
As the old song says, “you say tomato, but I say tomato”.
It is the things that are different about us that make life
interesting; or, as the French say, “viva la difference”. In
investment terms, it means this: each one of us has a
different profile of liabilities, and matching the assets we
hold to those liabilities gives us both a chance to benefit.
You need income, I need capital gain; you have liabilities
defined in money terms, mine are in real terms, and so on.
We both take the side of the transaction that works for us,
and split the profits.
It’s called arbitrage; it involves working out which assets
give you the best risk / return profile when considered
together with your liabilities; and it’s the name of the

game. We learnt it at university in Financial Markets 101. You
forget this, and you might as well 'invest' your money at
the casino.
Knowing that this is what the business is all about, I
questioned my 'expert' colleagues about the two most
obvious places where the theory would fall down. “What
about business where the assets and liabilities are
perfectly correlated, but both high-risk, so the net
position is risk-free?” I said. “That’s easy,” they replied,
“unit linked business is an exception; we value that on the
net position.” “OK, so what about annuity business where
the liabilities are totally illiquid, so you take advantage by
buying illiquid assets?” was my next question. “That was
problematic for the industry, so we invented an illiquidity
premium adjustment for that situation.”
The fact is, every line of business is an exception
to 'market consistent' principles, because every line of
business creates an opportunity for arbitrage. I did a simple
spreadsheet calculation and worked out that, in a typical
situation, ignoring the arbitrage value between assets and
liabilities understates the true 'market consistent' value of
the net position by up to 50%. Not much, really, when you
think about it.

On a serious note
Our emperor needs a good dose of reality rather than
economic mumbo-jumbo that ignores the whole basis of
the industry’s existence; but who is going to give it to him?
Certainly not the 'advisors' who are making millions out of
the mumbo-jumbo. What about the actuaries, who ought
to know better? Or am I the only one that sees nothing but
embarrassing nakedness?
A merry Christmas to my readers – all three of you. May
your stockings be filled with presents, and may the New Year
bring lots of new economic theories for you to make money
out of.
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Event

Time to get involved and get ahead…
Pre-register for the profession’s flagship event – the

2013
Actuaries
Summit
Pre-register today – www.actuaries.asn.au/Summit2013

T

he Actuaries Institute invites you
to pre-register for the profession’s
flagship event – the 2013
Actuaries Summit – to be held at
the Sydney Hilton from Monday 20
to Tuesday 21 May.
The Summit is the marquee event
on the actuarial calendar. Be
provided with insights to new
developments in traditional actuarial
areas, as well as learn from the
experiences of actuaries practising
in emerging areas. Meet and
connect with fellow professionals at
the networking opportunities. Enjoy
the sights that Sydney has to offer.

The Actuaries Summit is not to be missed:
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•

Opportunity to be inspired and gain valuable
knowledge in the 48 concurrent sessions

•

Network with over 350 industry colleagues

•

Discuss the latest trends and challenges
facing the industry

•

Be inspired by thought leaders

•

Engage in vigorous debate with other
professionals

Actuaries Summit

get involved, get ahead
20 – 21 May 2013 Hilton Sydney

Key speakers so far:

Adam Driussi

Jim Minto

Donna Walker

Brett Ward

Nick Green OAM

*Ms Ita Buttrose and Mr Nick Green appear by arrangement with Saxton Speakers Bureau.

Ita Buttrose AO OBE
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Letters

Dear Editor,

The October issue of the Actuaries magazine
included an opinion piece by Jules Gribble,
“Superannuation Member Benefit Projections:
Age Pension – In or Out”. The article might be
misinterpreted by members and other readers
not familiar with regulation and practice in
this area. I wish to clarify certain matters and
express an opinion on another.
The main reason that one might
misinterpret the article is that the section
covering ASIC guidance, and in particular
preclusion of consideration of the Age Pension
in projections, relates only to projections
accompanying periodic statements when
provided under specific ASIC relief. The
uninformed reader could incorrectly interpret
the article to indicate that this preclusion
applies to projections quite generally.
The article gives the impression that
regulation precludes consideration of the
Age Pension in any benefit projection. This
is true only when a trustee takes advantage
of the relief from certain advice provisions of
the Corporations Law afforded by ASIC class
order CO 11/1227. This class order relates
specifically to projections provided to members
with a periodic (annual) benefit statement.
This restriction applies neither to projections
more generally nor projections included with
periodic statements if such projections don’t
rely on the relief provided by CO 11/1227.
Class order CO 05/1122 provides relief from
the same advice provisions of the Corporations
Law under rather more general conditions
and for a much wider range of projections and
online calculators. Trustees can, for example,
rely on CO 05/1122 to develop an online
calculator that could integrate substantial user
input to populate a retirement calculator that
appropriately allows for the Age Pension and
many other possible factors. Some user input
that could be allowed for, but would not be
generally available to a trustee, might include
partner status, partner age, partner account
and contribution details, data in respect of
superannuation held with other funds, assets
outside superannuation (to be used in the Age
Pension assets test), etc .
CO 11/1227 has arisen from the Cooper
Review’s recommendation that periodic
statements include, or be accompanied by,
benefit projections. A projection of just the
benefits arising from the superannuation fund
is not an unreasonable thing for a trustee
to be able to do – with certain prescribed
assumptions. CO 11/1227 allows this – though,
as argued by SPD (the Superannuation
34
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Projections & Disclosure Subcommittee of
SPC), the inflexibility of the class order could
result in misleading benefit projections under
many reasonable circumstances. On the other
hand, it may be that consideration of the Age
Pension is precluded by the class order because
ASIC considers that any benefit projection that
is based on incorrect or incomplete data (eg
missing partner status, partner age etc) would
either be flawed or at least difficult/impossible
to prescribe by class order. I understand that
SPD argued that the class order should not
preclude consideration of the Age Pension
on the basis that a possibly flawed projection
which allowed for the Age Pension was better
than a projection with no such allowance. I
concur with what appears to be ASIC’s view
and thereby disagree with the SPD position.
That is, since there are many data items which
the trustee would have no knowledge of which
could substantially affect any projection of
the Age Pension, the Age Pension should
not be allowed for in the specific case of a
printed benefit projection which accompanies
a periodic statement. Notwithstanding this,
I strongly support the relief that is available
under CO 05/1122 to provide a calculator that
does allow for the Age Pension – but only when
such a calculator is designed to allow adequate
user input to at least reasonably model the
individual’s circumstances.
Trevor Jack
trevor.jack@optusnet.com.au

Dear Editor,
I read with interest – and some disappointment
– Phil Stott’s article on market consistent
valuations. Market consistent valuations
for insurance companies and contracts are
problematic at best, and Phil did little to clarify
the issues.
First – why market consistent valuations?
Fundamental to financial economics is the
rather simple notion that a dollar invested in a
share is worth…$1.0. Similarly $1 invested in a
government bond is worth $1. Finally, economic
value is not created by trading out of one into
the other.
It is unfortunate that when I first came
across embedded value calculations (a long
time ago, in a country far, far away). It was not
unusual for the investment return on an equity
investment to be discounted at some other
rate – perhaps a lower bond rate. This implicitly
assumed that the $1 invested in equity was
worth more than a dollar, which I don’t think

is true. This was sometimes hidden in the
complexity of an embedded value calculation.
Market consistent valuations are also
complex calculations, but at heart they aim to
ensure that the value put on a liability, asset,
or trading position does not violate the $1 = $1
rule.
Having sung the praises of market
consistent valuations, here are just two of my
concerns around them:
• Insurance contracts are often complex
beasties, and it is never a simple case of
$1 invested in equities being valued at $1.
The exposure is contingent on how the
world pans out and the way to hedge may
involve buying and selling stocks and bonds
over time. This is a complex model and the
calculated value of the contract will depend
on a lot of assumptions which may not
be clear (such as when policyholders will
surrender a policy);
• Some insurance cash flows do not trade in
a market so there is no market to derive
a consistent valuation (and hence no
unique market consistent price). Pricing
in incomplete markets is an interesting
topic, and one where actuaries have been
operating for centuries.
One more concern is that (at least prior to
the GFC) some people believed in market
consistent valuations for all sorts of things. I
may believe in truth, justice, freedom and so
forth but I would never believe my model is
‘true’. A practitioner once described market
consistent techniques as sophisticated
interpolation formulae – no more, no less. I love
this analogy. (I almost ‘believe’ it!)
On Phil’s company trading on the LSE, there
are a whole bunch of sensible reasons for this:
• The embedded value was calculated at a
specific date, and is now out of date;
• Perhaps the company is a play on the stock
market, and the stock market has fallen;
• Perhaps there was a contingent liability
(unfunded pension liabilities made worse by
stock market falls);
• There are significant frictional costs in
realising the embedded value ($1 is being
compared to an expected value of a trading
strategy taking maybe decades to unfold);
• Maybe the market doesn’t believe the
model?
Stephen Britt
Stephen.Britt@iag.com.au
Phil Stott's reply to Stephen Britt's Letter to
the Editor follows on page 35.

Obituary

response to Stephen britt
I am delighted that my light-hearted column
has provoked such a serious response from
Stephen. The whole purpose of my column is
to cause actuaries to think about the ‘accepted
wisdom’. From some of his comments, I suspect
that he and I disagree more at the edges than in
substance, and would welcome the opportunity
to discuss the subject with more column space
and time than is currently available.
A lot of his issues are addressed in my
second article in this current issue, so I will
not rehash them. I will respond to some of his
specific comments, though, as follows:
1.	On the subject of why my UK client was
valued at 60% of MCEV, all his ‘reasons’
assume that the market is a homogeneous
entity with a single, rational opinion. I don’t
believe there is any evidence that this is the
case. And how do these reasons explain why
Westpac in Australia is trading at a dividend
yield close to 10%? What is wrong with
admitting that the market often does just ‘get
it wrong’?
2. Fundamentally, I don’t accept that a dollar
invested is worth a dollar to me, regardless
of the investment. A simple contrary example
will suffice to explain why. Suppose I have
a liability to pay a sum (in 10 years’ time)
equal to the value of 1000 Westpac shares
accumulated with dividends reinvested. If
Westpac shares are currently trading at $10,
then my liability (on MC principles) is clearly
$10,000. Similarly, if I match my position
by investing in 1000 Westpac shares, the
value of my asset is clearly also $10,000.
But what if I am silly enough not to match
my position by investing (say) in $10,000
short-term cash? By all sensible economic
principles, my investment must be worth less
than my liability as it has a lower expected
maturity value plus a significant volatility
(risk) component into the bargain. Now, I can
accept the argument that my position ought
to be valued on the basis that I can (even if
I choose not to) match my position, but this
is not what MCEV purports to do. And what
would be the point of doing that, anyway?
After all, if you value an insurance company
on the assumption that it won’t make profits
or losses on either its insurance risk or its
asset risk, then you are effectively valuing it
by ignoring its whole business model, which
is a pretty daft assumption to make!
Phil Stott
ps_consult@bigpond.com

Peter Weeks

P

eter Weeks, a former member of the Actuaries Institute, died of a
heart attack in the UK on 1 September 2012, aged 48.
Peter was born in the rural NSW town of Inverell, the youngest
of three children. He studied at Macquarie University (1982 to
1984), lived at Dunmore Lang and then at Robert Menzies College where
he served as a tutor, and started work as an associate at AMP.
In 1988 Peter moved, for the first time, to AMP’s UK branch. Peter
spent a number of years living in London, enjoying the opportunities to
experience a huge variety of theatre, and to indulge in his passion for
travel. His home was always open to guests, and a number of his
friends visited.
In 1989 Peter qualified as a Fellow of the UK Institute, which was a
source of great pride to him.
Following the AMP takeover of Pearl, and the eventual relocation
of the Actuarial Department to Peterborough, Peter moved to nearby
Stamford, which became his home for much of the next 20 or so years
(other than a short return to AMP in Sydney).
Peter ultimately took a redundancy package from AMP and from this
time he moved progressively towards full time Christian ministry.
Following Peter’s actuarial career, he spent a number of years
studying Psychology and Theology, and worked as a Chaplain to some
local colleges. In 2010 he commenced studies at Durham towards
ordination in the Anglican church. When Peter died he was on a break
from these studies.
Peter had a joy of life and his faith, and was generous in his time and
care of people. He was always quick with a word of encouragement when
it was needed and was a wise and loyal friend.
Peter is survived by his mother, brother and sister and their families,
and by many friends who will fondly remember his eccentric love of life
and his laugh that could be heard in the next suburb.
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Comment

Beryl Ho
Beryl.Ho@convoy.com.hk

A

n actuary is an individual who uses
a broad range of skills with data
to provide solutions. I found my
actuarial studies mentally amazingly
challenging providing me with a wonderful
set of skills. I had an open mind when it came
to the direction I wanted to take my career.
As long as I could pursue an actuarial path,
then I did not want to restrict myself to any
specific industry. With graduation approaching,
everyone was talking about getting into the
insurance or banking sectors. For me, I just was
eager to get out there and do 'actuarial work'.
Just like any other undergraduate, I
began frantically searching for a job before
graduation. Unfortunately for me I was
unsuccessful with my applications. Although
I kept an open mind in terms of employers, I
was particularly saddened that I was not able
to secure a position in the mining industry
as it sounded interesting and unique to me.
Competition among new graduates is fierce.
Even before taking into account any issues of
unemployment, there is a considerable number
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of actuarial graduates who also compete
with the mathematics and statistics degree
holders. With supply exceeding demand and
only the big four accounting firms and a small
number of banks having a place for those
students who had their summer internship
experience with them, it was challenging to
find a position.
At that point in time, I told myself, “If I am
going to join the actuarial sector, I should go
back to Hong Kong”. It made sense, as Hong
Kong has a bigger market for young actuarial
graduates. After doing some risk analysis on
my situation, I decided to move back instead of
spending more time in Australia trying to get
an actuarial job. It was a big decision for me as
the consequences were that I lose the chance
of obtaining permanent residency in Australia.
Residency is a difficult obstacle to overcome
for many international students. By the time
you finish your 3 year degree, you have already
had thoughts on settling down in Australia
for good and have six months following
graduation to secure a job. Perth has been

rated as one of the most beautiful cities in the
world – so it was a hard decision to make.
I started hunting for jobs a few days after
arriving in Hong Kong. My search varied from
insurance companies to one of the big four.
I was still open minded, but knew I wanted
a challenge and to have the opportunity to
make a real contribution. I was fortunate
to be offered a position at Convoy (an
independent financial advisor firm). Convoy is
a well structured firm that really widened my
horizon and where I am honored with the task
of providing wealth management advice to
individuals.
As an actuarial graduate, I understand how
insurance works. I know what kind of numbers
in investment makes sense. I know what
superannuation means to a person. With all
that, it was easy for me to grasp the technical
concepts in a short time during training. With
the actuarial way of thinking coupled with the
MS Excel training from university, I improved
the material that our team uses during
meetings with clients. Attaining the actuarial
degree has also certainly boosted
my confidence.
Like most actuaries, I am typically
monotonous when I am required to give
advice. I needed a lot of practice and guidance
from my coworkers with regards to presenting
my advice in a lively manner, engaging my
customers and getting them involved in the
process. One of the most difficult challenges
that I faced during the early stages of work
was the process of sharing all the calculations
and reports with my clients. With the support
from my team, I have started to improve on my
presentation skills. I learned that it is not good
enough just to come up with useful financial
solutions. The ability to communicate the
results and to engage others in discussion to
reach consensus is just as important.
Looking back on my experience as a new
graduate, I can tell you there is no right or
wrong career. Take a step back and figure
out what you enjoy most from your studying
experience. You do not want to torture yourself
by doing something you don’t like for 30 years.
To actuaries who have not yet found what
excites you: try a few more different things to
stimulate your thinking. Be brave – move out
of your comfort zone and surprise yourself!
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Life as a new graduate

Report

Yash Sanghavi
yash.sanghavi@au.pwc.com

Young Actuaries Program in Perth
– Job opportunities outside the box

Kevin Bowman, Bhavesh Haria, Joseph Wong and Jo-Anne Morgan

G

enerally, actuaries are associated with
the traditional fields of insurance,
superannuation and risk management.
However, this may not be completely
true, as actuaries are well equipped with their
skill sets to virtually work in any industry.
As chair of Perth’s Young Actuaries
Program (YAP) Committee, I organised a
seminar on Monday 5 November 2012 to
discuss the 'job opportunities outside the box'.
The re-energised YAP in Perth was attended
by 31 young actuaries.
In this seminar our guest speaker Joseph
Wong, CEO at CCK Financial Solutions Ltd
shared his vast experiences regarding working
in a non-traditional field. His main emphasis
was ensuring that "we as actuaries sell our
brand and skill-sets in the right manner."
As actuaries we need to realise the key
strengths we have that will allow us to add
value to the client. Our degree provides us
with a comprehensive finance and economic
background along with spreadsheeting skills
which allows us to understand and model

complex financial projections. Understanding
the risks is also an area where our actuarial
training can add value.
Joseph spoke to the young actuaries with
regards to the importance of an outstanding
CV as not just actuaries but with a wide
range of skill-sets. He classified a good CV
as one which will show the employer that
the candidate is able to add value to their
business. The candidate should take the time
and effort to cultivate a CV which has essential
information that attracts the attention of
several employers.
Joseph also briefly touched upon the
importance of communication and public
speaking. Here he spoke about the significance
of being able to convey the correct message
across to clients without the use of technical
language. It is highly essential to be able to
build rapport with clients to ensure further
business.
In summary, actuaries should have a
combination of strong financial skill-sets, good
communication skills and a strong CV, in order

for doors to open for them in non-traditional
fields of work.
Thereafter, the floor was open for questions
and there was also an opportunity for young
actuaries to personally interact with highly
qualified and experienced actuaries who were
also in attendance.
Overall, it was a successful event which
offered various opportunities for guests to
interact and share thoughts on mutual topics
of discussion. With such a positive response to
this session the Perth YAP Committee plans to
run more sessions targeting younger members
of the Institute in 2013. The Institute also very
much appreciated the support received from
Curtin University for this event.
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Staying Ahead

Sue Wetherbee CPD Consultant
sue.wetherbee@actuaries.asn.au

Happy New 'Development' Year!
T

hroughout 2012, the Institute’s CPD Re-Vamp Project has been geared towards helping you to Stay Ahead. As outlined in the table below, several
new initiatives in Phase 1 have been completed with one (Learning Culture) still in progress.

Initiative	

When

Why

What

Branding of CPD

March 2012

Create a goal-centered ethos

The tag 'Staying Ahead' was adopted – thanks again to
Ros Calver for her innovative suggestion!

Capability Framework

June 2012

Identify Actuarial capabilities for the future

The Actuarial Capabilities for the Future Framework
was launched.

Capability Assessment

June 2012

Enable identification of capability gaps to
guide development targets

The Capability Assessment Tool (CAT) Pilot was launched.

Capability Mapping

July 2012

Ensure capability planning and performance
improvement

All Institute CPD events include capability function icons
to guide development planning.

Tools and Templates

July 2012

Facilitate easy planning, recording,
monitoring and compliance achievement

The Actuarial Capability Framework, Capability
Assessment Tool, Planner and sample Report are
accessible via the website homepage.

Procedures

October 2012

Enable efficient, clear and consistent
Member administration

CPD Member process cycle demonstrated through the
October and November columns of Staying Ahead in
Actuaries magazine.

Learning Culture

Ongoing

Encourage the shifting of CPD goals from
doing to learning to Staying Ahead

Institute communications have encouraged Members to
use CPD to plan for and consolidate their career goals.

Keep Staying Ahead in the New Year.

Phase 2 CPD Initiatives Expected in 2013
Initiative	

When

Why

What

CPD Categories and
Points Table and PS1

January 2013

Accurately award all levels of CPD activities
to comply with PS1 modifications

CPD activity will be categorised and awarded points for
achievement, effort and attendance.

Support Processes

February 2013

Ensure Members' CPD is supported no
matter where they are

Creation of Member self-serve CPD processes enabled in
the website and guided by a CPD Handbook.

Learning Networking

April 2013

Promote deeper learning beyond course/
events via network groups

Creation of Communities of Practice (COPs) and
networking activity via discussion groups and 'after blogs'.

Capability Mapping

Ongoing

Ensure capability planning and performance
improvement

Qualifying education courses and all future events will be
mapped to the Capability framework.

Tools and Templates

Ongoing

Facilitate easy planning, recording,
monitoring and compliance achievement

New CPD Tools and Templates will be launched to
increase development and administration efficiency.

Procedures

Ongoing

Enable efficient, clear and consistent
Member administration

The website will enable Members to manage their
processes.

Learning Culture

Ongoing

Encourage the shifting of CPD goals from
doing to learning to Staying Ahead

Institute communications will continue to encourage
Members to use CPD to plan for and consolidate their
career goals.

The Institute HQ is looking forward to assisting you to achieve your CPD goals in the New Year.
Look out for future communications about new and ongoing CPD initiatives to enable you to Stay Ahead in 2013.
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CEO's Column

Melinda Howes
melinda.howes@actuaries.asn.au

Conspiracy theories and net detractors

D

uring the recent Council election campaign the Institute was
accused of unsatisfactory performance in a range of areas.
I would like to respond on two particular issues relating to the
business.
•	Lack of transparency – it was stated that we “restricted access by
members to basic financial information” and “for the last two years
the Institute has not published its financial statements for general
scrutiny and question by members”.
•	Inefficiency – it was stated that “during the most recent period in
which our total membership doubled in size, the overhead of the
Institute increased four-fold in real terms”.
As a result of these accusations we are receiving a number of very long
and detailed enquiries from members asking for information on our
financials, staffing numbers, HR costs etc stretching back over 15 years
to before we had electronic records. This is taking up a large amount
of my team’s time (= your money) and diverts resources away from
working on what you’ve told us is important to you.
As a more efficient way of disseminating this information, I would
like to provide you with information which has been drawn from past
financial statements and annual reports that are available to members
and the general public on our website – i.e. completely transparent.

Transparency
The full financial accounts of the Institute are provided to all members
annually – this has not changed. They are mailed or emailed to each
member (depending on their stated preference) each year in the
lead-up to the AGM. Members are invited to the AGM to discuss the
financial statements. After the AGM the finalised statements are placed
on the website. We also produce an Annual Report which aims to inform
members about the activities and operations of the Institute.
The tab 'About Us' on the website contains all of this information.

Efficiency
We have extracted the information (Table 1) below from annual reports
and financial statements dating from 1997 to 2011, during which our
membership doubled in size.
As you can see, during the time when our membership doubled, our
total expenses have varied from 88-103% of our revenue and in 2011,
were at similar levels to 1997 at 92%. In the time when membership
doubled (i.e. increased by 100%) revenue increased by 92% and total
expenses by 94%.
Interestingly during this time the Fellowship fees have risen in real
terms (inflation-adjusted to CPI) from $1,051 in 1997 to $1,350 in 2011.
Many Fellows now pay less than this headline fee if they are earning
less than the specified threshold, living overseas or are aged 60+.
If by overhead we mean staff, then the team costs rose steeply from
9% in 1997 (we cannot find a record of how many staff the Institute had
then) to 25% in 1998. Apparently we staffed up in the late 1990’s – we
know that in 1997 the first ever Executive Director was appointed to the
Institute (Jock Rankin). Since 1998 the HR costs have varied between
26-43% and in 2011 were at 34%. Although expenses are in a similar
range, the comparison is not like-with-like as we provide so many more
services now than we used to.
For example our events and networking program is larger and more
comprehensive than in 1997. In 2011 we held 98 events in locations
around Australia, the Asia Pacific region and in London. Other service
increases include HQ support for the development of standards and
guidance and the disciplinary program, the development of new practice
areas and related courses and qualifications e.g. risk management.
The major cost of providing many of these services is HQ team
time. So the team is not an overhead – it is our method of delivering
core services to you. I expect our 'overhead' expenses to be higher
in 2012 and also in 2013, because we are doing more for you than in
previous years. In response to your feedback, we are running more

Table 1								
Total	HR

								
Expenses Expenses
								
to Total
to Total
Year	Members	Revenue	M’ship fees	Other Revenue	Total Expenses	HR expenses
Staff 	Revenue	Revenue
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

1828
2045
2239
2356
2535
2654
2771
2885
2988
3214
3400
3481
3588
3788
3757

$2,934,364
$2,463,937
$2,912,774
$2,963,854
$3,705,844
$3,431,123
$4,235,525
$4,377,447
$5,561,902
$5,707,016
$6,910,844
$6,443,624
$9,414,885
$8,289,786
$8,241,617

$890,829
$955,539
$1,061,485
$1,355,534
$1,372,761
$1,424,392
$1,749,331
$1,965,756
$2,080,329
$2,203,198
$2,357,568
$2,548,598
$3,408,798
$3,001,965
$3,004,860

$2,043,535
$1,508,398
$1,851,289
$1,608,320
$2,333,083
$2,006,731
$2,486,194
$2,411,691
$3,481,573
$3,503,818
$4,553,276
$3,895,026
$6,006,087
$5,287,821
$5,236,757

$2,671,715
$2,431,694
$2,850,270
$2,973,587
$3,811,113
$3,216,548
$3,806,959
$4,002,502
$5,336,538
$5,310,643
$6,064,990
$6,433,886
$9,239,615
$7,561,650
$7,579,825

$277,326
$613,876
$764,512
$935,273
$1,115,811
$1,018,261
$1,119,196
$1,381,342
$1,583,677
$1,827,061
$2,181,971
$2,739,644
$3,560,415
$2,727,058
$2,806,574

?
?
?
16
17
13
14
16
16
18
21
24
21
24
24

91%
99%
98%
100%
103%
94%
90%
91%
96%
93%
88%
100%
98%
91%
92%

9%
25%
26%
32%
30%
30%
26%
32%
28%
32%
32%
43%
38%
33%
34%
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CEO's Column continued

events, training sessions and meetings in more
locations – many of them either free or heavily
subsidised. We are doing this because you
have asked for it – these are the services you
are telling us that you value.
On the other hand we are making efficiency
savings in the way we are running the
business which offsets some of the cost of
these increased services.

Confession of a reformed net
detractor
For many years I was in the actuarial
wilderness. When I first completed my
Fellowship I did some course writing and
tutoring, then spent a year on Council but
then for around a decade I was not really very
engaged with the Institute at all. At the time I
was working in Wealth Management and there
was nothing much on offer which was relevant
to my job. For a while I was too busy climbing
the corporate ladder and working 80-hour
weeks to volunteer.
At the time myself and other disengaged
actuaries like me (there were plenty where I
worked) had a low opinion of the Institute.
Luckily our companies paid our Fellowship
fees (a rarity these days), but we thought the
Institute was pretty old-fashioned, irrelevant
and inefficient. We could not believe how they
could charge so much for membership fees.
We did not engage, so we got nothing back. In
marketing terms, we were 'net detractors'.
Since starting as CEO nearly three years
ago I have found that there is another type
of member. These members, of all ages,
stages and careers, get involved. They engage.
Some have time to volunteer, others come
along to our events. Still others, as location
doesn’t allow attendance, read what we send,
comment on things, view webinars, read
papers, give us feedback and answer surveys.
And what do you know – those members who
are engaged really like the Institute!

We like feedback… but it
should be informed!
We at HQ actually like to receive feedback
from members on where we can lift our game.
We have just started surveying a quarter of
our members every three months. We have
contracted with a professional survey firm
called Voice Project. They work with us to
produce the surveys and report on feedback.
In our very first survey we had a solid 23%
response rate and it was encouraging to get
an 81% overall satisfaction rating, which
Voice Project classed as 'high'. We track all
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complaints and look for trends to see where
we can improve. We also track all positive
feedback, which has grown to now outweigh
the number of complaints. We use this to
recognise and reward HQ team members who
are doing a good job.
Whilst we are very open to feedback,
I expect members to take the time to inform
themselves before providing negative feedback
to us, or spreading negative sentiment about
the Institute amongst other members. Better
still, get involved. Volunteer. Inform yourself,
then critique us directly and constructively so
that we can make changes for the good of
all members.
It’s easy to sit on the sidelines and sledge.
It’s much harder to get onto the field and play.
Perhaps what irritates me about
ill-informed comment is that I used to be a bit
like that myself, a disengaged 'net detractor',
and now I am like one of those annoying
reformed smokers that can’t stand anyone else
having a ciggie.

What do you think?
So, do you think the Institute is a bloated
bureaucracy that doesn’t respond to your
needs and keeps you in the dark? Or, do you
like what we do? Do we give you enough
information? Are your views taken into
account?
We are not set on one particular path. We
steer that path based on what you tell us you
want, because it’s YOUR Institute. But to do
this we need to know what you think, so I am
calling on you to write a letter to the Editor
and share your views. We can publish these
in the March edition of Actuaries next year.
You’re the voice1 – let us hear you!
Have a Merry Christmas and a happy,
relaxing New Year!
1

Apologies to John Farnham

Giving back
in 2012

C

haritable giving continues to
be an important focus for the
Institute. This year we proudly
supported MS Australia,
Movember and Meals on Wheels.
Our two major events this year
– General Insurance Seminar and
Enterprise Risk Management Seminar
– “kissed goodbye to MS” by supporting
MS Australia as its chosen charity.
A short video clip from MS Australia
was presented and delegates were
encouraged to make donations by either
completing their satchel inserts or
purchasing merchandise available for sale
at the registration desk.
During Movember we helped motivate mo-ing members by promoting
their efforts through our website, tweets
and member communications. We also
hope that our donation helped our fellow
Mo Bros, Mo Sistas and Mo Teams reach
their fundraising goal.
We also donated office equipment to
Meals on Wheels.
How did you give back to the
community this year? We would love to
hear about what charitable giving efforts
you have been involved in or plan to do
in the new year – email actuariesmag@
actuaries.asn.au with your story.

Welcome–

New Members December 2012

New Members – Australia
Oi Yee Claudette CHAN

New Members – Overseas
QLD

Jielu CHEN

New Zealand

VIC

Anqing LIN

Singapore

Danni CHENG

NSW

Christine NATALIA

Indonesia

Myles Francis COVER

NSW

Ze Chuen SAW

Ling Zhi DU

NSW

Man WONG

Hong Kong

Zhao Yu ZHONG

Singapore

Viola CHAN

Angelika Maria FLEER
Tain HE
James Montagu JACKSON
Tyson David JOHNSTON

VIC
NSW
TAS
NSW

Eimear JOYCE

WA

Nikhil KUMAR

ACT

Wayne Randell Lim Kee LAO

QLD

Ammie LI

ACT

Yi Hsuan LIN

NSW

Ruyang LIU

NSW

Yu LIU

NSW

Jeanelle Marie MANALO

QLD

Douglas MCBIRNIE

TAS

Aaran MOHANN

WA

Lois Margaret MURRAY

QLD

Victoria Theresa REARDON

QLD

Bharat TAMASKAR

NSW

Jiao TAN
Brett THOMPSON
Samuel John UNDERHILL
Lammert Albert VOS

VIC
QLD
VIC
VIC

Jing WANG

NSW

Rob James WARREN

NSW

Luke Allan WETTENHALL

NSW

Hoi Wai WONG

NSW

Bin WU

NSW

Malaysia

